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Introduction
A few years ago, television became a part of our households and the reach of the
visual medium grew leaps and bounds. Advertisements in program breaks were
show-stoppers and we never blinked an eye to watch our favourite ones countless
times. As Internet boomed, online video channels (like Youtube) opened a way to
watch anything we wanted at will. Social Media has only democratized the visual
medium further and it is no surprise that videos are the darling of social media
today.
Facebook announced1 in Nov 2015, that it had more than 8 billion(!) video views
every day. A few days later, Snapchat announced2 that it had 6 billion video views
every day. Obviously, business entities have not missed catching up with this video
boom. There is a clear marketing trend evolving for 2017 and ‘video’ seems to be
the most favourite media format for online marketers. Apart from recorded and
edited video content, there are new Live streaming platforms like Periscope and
Huzza creating more live videos than ever before.
Driven by mobile consumers, social media users and global connectivity, video
is here to stay for the long-term and it will only gain strength as time goes by.
According to a study by Cisco3, 90 percent of Internet traffic will come from videos
by 2019.
As a business, if you aren’t convinced already that video is where you need to focus
your attention, here is a list of Top 5 reasons with more recent statistics that will
push you over the edge and help you realize that video will be one of the key factors
for online marketing success.
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Why Focus on Video Marketing

Video converts better than
any other medium
For a marketer, the mother of all metrics is ‘conversion’. Any activity that helps you convert
deserves your time, attention and resources. And it is now a proven fact that video converts.

‘

‘

70% of
marketing
professionals claim
that video converts
better than any
other medium4

Actually this is not news. For decades, videos have been conveying messages more effectively to people
than written content or images, in the form of TV Commercials. That is why advertisers still choose
TV Commercials as their No.1 Choice for promotions. To give you an idea of how big video commercials are – in 2015, Super Bowl5 had 114.4 million viewers in the US and the average cost of a 30-sec
commercial on that day was $4.5 million! Obviously videos convert so much that companies were
ready to spend $4.5 million for just 30 seconds.
But what is news is the fact that this powerful medium has now become affordable and available for
small businesses, startups and nonprofits with smaller marketing budgets, thanks to the Internet.
Digital marketing has democratised video marketing. You can now create an awesome, creative and
value-adding commercial for your audience using your iPhone, and it might go viral with millions of
views on Youtube. Now you have millions of viewers for your commercial without having to spend $4.5
million for a 30-sec slot!
Video is so special as a medium of communication, because of its unique ability to convey a message
with a touch of emotion. You are not only telling the customer about the product benefit or features,
but you are able to add an emotional element to it by way of music, visuals and special effects.
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Why Focus on Video Marketing

Video makes people stay
longer on websites

‘

‘

Sites which include videos have on an average, extra 2
minute dwell time compared to sites which do not” 6
We all hate high ‘bounce rates’ and low ‘average duration’ of visitors in our webpages. We want people to spend
more time in our websites, mobile apps and social media
channels. Video is your best bet to make that happen.
Videos can be so engaging that your prospects will
want to stick to your website longer than usual. The longer
they stay, the better the chances of them taking actions like
clicking a button, downloading eBooks or buying a product.
Humans are visual beings. If you are able to engage them
visually, you have their attention for a longer duration. This
is a great opportunity for marketers.

Video is preferred
over Text
“59% of senior executives agree that if both text and
video are available on the same topic, on the same
page, they prefer to watch the video” 7

‘

‘

6 in 10 millennials
prefer to watch a
company’s video over
reading a company’s
newsletter 8

When Skype was bought by Microsoft for a
mind-boggling $8.5 billion in 2011, it was
proof that visual communication was the
future. As humans, we prefer pictures while
communicating and when it is ‘motion’
pictures, it make it even better. The second statistics about millennials (above)
also clearly indicates the emergence
of video as the preferred medium
by the upcoming generation, who
will be your future customers. So
future-proof your marketing by
starting video marketing now.

4
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Why Focus on Video Marketing

Video communicates
more information in less time
“A 1 minute video is worth 1.8 million words, according to Forrester
Research’s Dr. James McQuivey” 9
Attention spans of consumers are going down. Recently Telegraph
reported that human span of attention has gone down from 12 seconds
in 2000 to just 8 seconds in 2015. That is lower than the attention span of
a goldfish, which is 9 secs!
With such less margin to work with, as a business you need an engaging
medium like video to convey a message.

‘

‘

As a digital marketing agency,
whenever we work with a B2B client
or a client with a disruptive technology or an innovative product,
we strongly recommend they use
videos as the main communication
medium. Simply because videos
convey more information to their
audience in less amount of time.

There is so much information and communication overload out there, in order to stand out and get people’s attention,
you need a way of conveying more information in less time. Videos can help you do that.

Video is the future

‘

‘

Millennials will spend
$200 billion annually
online starting 2017.
Nearly 80 Percent of
Millennials already
consider Video
Content when researching
a purchase decision 10

We also saw earlier that by 2019, videos will form 90% of all
consumer internet traffic11
These statistics clearly indicate that video is the future. And no
marketer or business can afford to ignore video marketing. So If you’ve not
joined this race yet, brace yourself and
get started now!
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Why Focus on Video Marketing

DEFINE YOUR AUDIENCE
Video is a unique form of content. Even though it has a universal appeal,
unless you have a deeper understanding of your audience and create suitable
content, you might find it difficult to get them to act, share, respond or react. This is true for any marketing activity, but more so for video marketing
because you are trying to convey a lot of information in a short amount of
time.
Defining some of the key parameters given below can help you get an understanding of your audience profile.

1.Geographic profile

2.Psychographic profile

Country, city, location,

Attitude, belief, habits,

climate, culture, etc.

status factors, visual appeal,
spending patterns, etc.

3.Demographic profile

4.Behavioural profile

Age, gender, family size,

Shopping medium,

income, occupation,

spending patterns,

education,

product preferences,

marital status, etc.

packaging preferences,
research habits, etc.
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How to Create a Marketing Video

SELECT THE
RIGHT TOOLS

Before the arrival
of smartphones,

video marketing
was an expensive activity
that was affordable

Thanks to powerful, feature-rich and affordable smart phones, high
quality recording is now possible, accessible and affordable to most
businesses. If you read our blog on 50 Mobile Apps for Marketing, you
will find a list of mobile apps that will help you shoot, edit and produce videos like a pro, using just your smartphone.

only to big players.

But that is not true
anymore.

SCRIPT WRITING

VIDEO RECORDING

You could use a simple tool like Google Docs
for collaborating with your team for scriptwriting. You can also use premium tools like Adobe
Story or Scrivener.

You could start with your smart phone and later upgrade to more sophisticated cameras (and
lighting) as your business grows and you are
able to afford it.

AUDIO RECORDING

VIDEO EDITING

You could use your smartphone with apps like
Audio Recorder, Easy voice recorder or even
Evernote. To enhance the quality and reduce
ambient noise, I recommend you add simple Lavalier microphones like the ATR-3350
to your phone. These lapel microphones usually cost less than $50 and they plug straight
into your smartphone. As you progress and
grow, you can graduate to sophisticated audio
recording devices.

Most video editing needs can be met using
tools like iMovie (for mac) and Moviemaker
(for windows). The second level of upgrade
will be Screenflow and Camtasia. For more
advanced requirements, you could use premium software like Adobe Premier Pro and Final Cut Pr0 X.
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How to Create a Marketing Video

DEFINE YOUR VIDEO
MARKETING WORKFLOW
A good workflow increases efficiency and reduces stress.
Video marketing has many stages; it will help if you can map
each stage and fit it into your current workflow.

IMPORTANT STAGES IN VIDEO MARKETING
PLANNING
PRODUCTION
POST-PRODUCTION (EDITING)
PACKAGING/BRANDING
OPTIMISING FOR DIFFERENT CHANNELS
CLOSED CAPTIONING/SUBTITLING
UPLOADING
PROMOTING
MEASURING AND REPORTING

		 If you have a team, delegate tasks and ensure flow of information from one point to another
without any hindrance. If you are a solo-preneur, plan well and use a task management tool to move
your tasks from one stage to another, so that you do not miss anything important. You could use a
Kanban tool like Trello to help you create an efficient workflow.

HAVE A SCRIPT
		 Even if you have good impromptu communication skills and are comfortable explaining your
business concept or your product features, we still recommend that you have a script. A script helps
you crystallise your thoughts. It ensures that your content aligns well with the overall campaign objectives. It will also help reduce your editing time because you are not saying things that you did not
plan to.
		 A script need not hinder your creativity in delivering the content. You could still improvise a
bit and add your own style to the script when you deliver it during the recording.
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FOCUS ON VALUE,
NOT PERFECTION
Online audience look for value, not perfection. If the video is useful and conveys meaningful content
to them, the audience will not mind engaging with it, even if it is not produced to Hollywood standards. As long it adds value to them, they will watch your video and share your content. Of course,
take every possible effort to create the highest quality of video possible. But you should be more
obsessed with the content and the value-addition than with the look and feel of the video.

EDIT YOUR VIDEOS
This sound like an obvious step. But with the live streaming tools like Periscope we often find
businesses uploading unedited, shaky live videos with background noise, blank portions, etc.
They are fine for certain live streaming purposes. But if you are working on a planned video
marketing campaign, it is good to take an effort to edit your videos and make them look good
to your audience. Here are some actions you may want to focus on during your editing process.
TAKE OFF PORTIONS THAT DO NOT ADD VALUE TO YOUR AUDIENCE.
ADD IMAGES/SLIDES WITH BRANDING, TITLE, ETC. AT THE BEGINNING AND AT THE END.
ADD CALL-TO-ACTION ELEMENTS WHEREVER POSSIBLE AND RELEVANT.
ADD SIMPLE ANIMATIONS OR TEXT LAYERS IN THE VIDEO TO EMPHASISE YOUR POINT.

PACKAGE AND OPTIMISE
YOUR VIDEOS
Once your video is ready, think about the various channels that you are going to use to market the
video. Package and optimise the video for each channel.
For example, when you package a video for YouTube, you might want to add elements like annotations, cards, etc which can increase the effectiveness of the video.
If you are using premium platforms like Vimeo or Wistia, they give you additional customisation
options and features like call-to-action buttons.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT

If you are uploading your video to Facebook, you might want to think
about the destination URL option that Facebook provides, and package the video accordingly.
If you are planning other social media channels, you will have to
create a shorter version of the video, to fit the requirement of that
channel. For example, 140-second version for Twitter and 60-second
version for Instagram.
Add a description with the right keywords for each channel to increase
the visibility in search results.

‘

‘

Try to use a CDN (content delivery
network) or the Youtube embedding
option to keep your website light

Finally, once your video is ready, give it the right home by uploading it to an appropriate location.
Apart from your YouTube channel (which is an obvious choice), you could also place your video in
strategic pages of your website and blog. One important thing to note regarding having videos on your
website: Videos are usually large files and they could affect the loading speed and backup systems of
your website, so try and use a CDN (content delivery network) or the Youtube embedding option to
keep your website light.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT

		 Creating good content requires coming up with good content ideas. Whenever I meet people
in Digital Marketing seminars and conferences specifically on video marketing, some of the questions
people ask are:

“I know video marketing is important, but what kind of
content should I create to market my business online?”
“Can you give me some content ideas for
video creation?”
“What kind of video content will be effective?”

		 As a CMO, small business owner or a startup entrepreneur you might have similar questions.
I have listed 10 proven ideas for video content creation below. You could use these ideas as a starting
point of your video marketing content planning sessions. But as you create more videos, you will get
better at it and come up with more content ideas that are relevant to your business. There are no good
or bad ideas for video content creation. Any video idea that can help your potential customer or your
online audience is a good idea.

10 Content Ideas For Marketing Videos
Educate your audience. People like to learn as much as possible about products and services before they make a buying
decision.
When you educate them without bias and in a ‘non-sales’ approach, the likelihood of them buying from you increases in
their mind and you become a ‘trusted’ source of information.
You occupy good mind space as a brand that genuinely helps
them by giving good and useful information.
VIDEO MARKETING GUIDE
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‘

‘

When you
educate them
without bias and in a
‘non-sales’
approach, the
likelihood of them
buying from you
increases

‘‘

1. VIDEOS WITH EDUCATIONAL
CONTENT

HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT

Some educational video content ideas
Educate your audience about how to make an informed buying decision (keep it unbiased).
Educate your audience about your industry, market situation, players, etc.
Educate your audience about the technology that is being used in your industry.
Educate your audience about the science behind your products/services.

2. VIDEOS ON COMPANY CULTURE
Video footage of backstage scenes are always popular. That is the reason we love that extra footage
at the end of movies and sitcoms. Create some backstage footage of your business and showcase it to
your audience. Let people learn about your company’s culture, what you believe in, how you operate,
your values, your ethics, your processes, etc. Being transparent about your business to your audience
increases your brand equity and trust factor. This might also help you recruit the right talent and get
the right partners for your business.

3. VIDEOS ABOUT PRODUCT FEATURES
		 Create videos about the top features of your product/services. Keep one video for each feature. This way you can create a series of short videos which can increase anticipation and keep your
audience coming back for more. This also helps you focus on one feature and dive deeper into the
details.
		 Keep it simple, don’t get too technical. Video reaches a wider audience, so make sure you understand the comprehensive capacity of your audience before getting too technical. Highlight only the
features of your product that solve the problems of your audience. The script should focus on ‘why this
features solves your problem’ rather than ‘how cool this feature is’.

‘

Highlight only the features of your product
that solve the problems of your audience.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT
You might have a great feature but if it does not solve your customer’s problem directly, better not
talk about it in a promotional video. For a marketing campaign to be successful, it should always
be about the audience and not about you.

4. VIDEOS WITH RECAP OF INDUSTRY NEWS
You could do a weekly or fortnightly recap of key events, important
updates and new developments in your industry. Do not talk about
your product or your company here. Just focus on the industry and
think about what news will make sense to your audience and what
will be useful for them. This will help you gain more traffic, and
position you as a ‘thought leader’ in the industry.

5. VIDEOS WITH INTERVIEWS OF INFLUENCERS
One of the best and easiest ways of creating good video content is by partnering. When you have more
than one person, you have more than one thing to say. Interviews are a great way to add value to your
audience, if you are able to find the right kind of influencers in your industry. Have a prior discussion
with your interviewee and come up with a list of questions which your audience will potentially have
in mind and ask those questions. Make sure you add your own thoughts and inputs to each discussion. With growing video conferencing technology around the world, your guest need not be next to
you, you can conduct interviews with anyone around the world using tools like Skype and have the
recorded version of that video posted on your website, blog and Youtube channel.

6. VIDEOS THAT
ANSWER QUESTIONS
You could create a video series on ‘Question & Answers’
related to your industry, product or line of service. Answering questions will not only help your audience in a
big way but will also increase your search engine visibility, because most searches in Google are questions that
people have.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT

Creating a list of questions for your Q&A video series
Whenever you (or your team) have a conversation with your customer, make
note of the questions they ask.
Create a database or repository of all the questions you collect.
Have a chat module in your website where people can ask questions.
Source questions from your audience in events, conference and trade shows.
Whenever you create content, at the end of every video/blog, ask your audience what else they would like to learn about.

7. VIDEOS WITH CUSTOMER STORIES
People love watching other people’s stories.
They love watching the opinions of others
who have undergone a similar experience or
purchase process. That is why product review
videos by users play a key role in eCommerce.
Google’s official blog reports12 that 1 in 4 shoppers say online videos are their go-to source
for gift ideas and that 32% of shoppers say that
they plan to use online video for purchase decisions during 2015 holiday season. Having a
customer testimonial video or a review video
could help your customers make that buying
decision.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT

There are couple of ways you could create videos
with customer stories
1. USER-GENERATED VIDEOS:
You could crowdsource your video content by asking your customers to send you videos of how
they used your product, how they like it, what they like to see improved, etc. Of course, you need to
incentivise them enough to make them take the effort of creating this valuable content for you. You
could give a freebie or a discount or a gift for every video you get. Also, make sure you simplify the
process for them, making it easy for them to create and send this video to you. Often it’s the technical
problems that keep customers from creating these videos. Make it easier by using tools like VidRack
on your website that helps users record videos from any device with a simple click.

2. VIDEOS OF YOU INTERVIEWING CUSTOMERS:
If you have a happy customer who is so thrilled with your service and your product that
they do not mind sharing their experience, make sure you interview them and record
it. Having your existing customer become an advocate for your company can be more
effective than any marketing technique you can come up with.

8. VIDEOS OF WEBINARS AND TRAINING SESSIONS
Recorded webinars can be a good source of video content. Most webinar tools today like GoTo
Webinar, Webex or Hangouts will give you a recording of the webinar. You can package this video
with some intro slides, quick edits, etc. and make it available for your audience. Record your training
programs and conference sessions. This will not only increase your influence, but also position you as
an authority on the subject.

9. LIVE VIDEOS

Live streaming is one of the fastest growing
trends of digital marketing today. Twitter’s
Periscope app, which helps you stream live
from your mobile, reached 10 million users in
just 4 months. In fact, it had 1 million users in
just 10 days! Facebook, the social media industry leader, recently announced13 in December
2015 the launch of their live video streaming
service, which will place your video in your
Facebook timeline right after you record it.
So, whenever you get a chance, take out your
mobile phone and start recording some live
videos for your business audience.
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HOW TO CREATE VALUE-ADDING VIDEO CONTENT
KEY POINTS TO REMEMBER WHEN
RECORDING A LIVE VIDEO
Make sure you are sharing something that it useful to your audience. If you have
nothing to say, don’t say it.
Do not worry about perfection. In Live video, it is ok to be imperfect, as long as
you make sense and add value.
Some of the live video situations that could work well for businesses are – breaking news, events, press conferences, travel notes
and product launch.
Behind-the-scenes: You could also do a live video of a
walk-through of your business premises, factory, production unit, employees work areas, etc. to give your
audience a feel of your business. This can help you connect with them at a personal level.

10. REPACKAGE EXISTING CONTENT
Finally, this is one of my favourite ways of creating video content – repurposing existing
content. Take your existing content and convert them into videos. For example, you can
take your blog post, explain it to your audience, record as you explain it and you have a
good-looking, value-adding video for your marketing campaigns. Since you have anyway
spent time creating that good content, it is smart to maximise the reach by packaging it
into video format. You can convert most of your existing content into videos. For example,
you can convert your photos into a
video by adding some transitions,
you can convert your image designs into a video, you can convert
your product pics and brochures
into a video. Maximise every piece
of content and think of ways in
which you can convert them into
video format.
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How to Promote your Marketing Video

Creating a marketing video is only the first step. You may
have created a useful, entertaining, and informative marketing
video for your business or nonprofit, but if you do not take steps
to promote your marketing video, your audience will never get to
watch it.
With all the content overload at the moment, the chances of
your video not being noticed by your audience are very high. As we
saw earlier that in November 2015, Facebook14 had 8 billion video
views every day. You can imagine the amount of video content that
is being created. To help your video stand out in the crowd, you
need to take extra efforts to promote it. Here is a list of 5 practical
tips to help you increase the reach of your marketing videos.

‘

‘

Videos uploaded
directly (native)
on Facebook has
3X more
shares than YouTube links of
videos

1. Upload your video directly on Facebook
Apart from uploading your video on your YouTube channel
(which is an important first step after creating the video), promote your video on Facebook by uploading it directly on the channel along with a short introduction text on what the video is about
(as opposed to posting a link to the YouTube/Vimeo or other 3rd party
video channels). Posting a YouTube link might seem easier and even
smarter so that you can divert all Facebook traffic to get more hits on
your YouTube channel. But studies show that videos uploaded directly
on Facebook have better reach than video links from 3rd party sites.
Search Engine Journal15 conducted a test to verify reports that Facebook was giving more importance to native videos. As a conclusion,
they found that the reports were true: their native Facebook videos had
2x better reach, resulting in 2x more ‘Likes’, 3x more ‘Shares’ and 7x
more ‘Comments’ compared to 3rd party video links! So unless you
have a specific reason to divert traffic back to your
YouTube/Vimeo or other 3rd party channels, it might be a good idea to
take that extra effort to upload your videos directly on Facebook.

2. Create a short promotional version for Twitter
Twitter has made many changes to their video features. You can promote your marketing video on
Twitter by creating a 140-second sample version custom-made for your Twitter audience and you can
give a YouTube link to the full video in your tweet. Here is a list of useful points about Twitter videos
from Twitter’s official page.
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How to Promote your Marketing Video
- You can use your Twitter mobile app to record, edit and share
videos
- You can import your video onto Twitter by using your Apple
iOS mobile apps
- You can also upload your videos directly using the ‘Tweet’ button on the Twitter website
- Once uploaded, your native videos will play automatically on
the user’s timeline (like Facebook) but you can stop the ‘autoplay’ option in your settings

3. Promote using email newsletter
Email newsletters are a great way to promote your new marketing
video. If you use email campaign tools like Aweber or Mailchimp,
all you have to do is create an image with the screenshot of the
video, place it in the email along with a small text introducing
your videos, hyperlink the image to your YouTube/Vimeo video
file and send it to your followers. It’s that simple.
Additional tip: After you take the screenshot of your video, place
a video play button in the centre of the image, so that your email
subscribers will know that it is a video file and they need to click
on it. In our agency email newsletter, we found that images of
video screenshots with a play button had more reach than the
ones without it.

4. Promote using website and mobile apps
Make sure you embed the video on your website and mobile apps in an appropriate section. If you have multiple videos, you can create a video page or tab
where you showcase all your videos. As an example, you can look at our video
resources page where we have embedded all the short videos we have created
on useful digital marketing topics.
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How to Promote your Marketing Video
		 You can also embed the video in between the text of your webpages and blogs, if
that is relevant to your audience. In most websites, placing a video on any web page is as
simple as picking up the embed code from your YouTube video and pasting it on the webpage. Having the videos on your website will not only help you promote your videos to your
website audience, but also make your site look more appealing and informative.

5. Promote using offline campaigns
		 With QR codes you can promote your marketing videos on your offline – print and
outdoor campaigns. Most users have access to smartphones now. So when they see a QR
code, if the content adds value to them, there is a higher chance of them scanning the code
and watching your video.
		 In your written copy of the offline campaign, make sure you clearly articulate the
benefits of why they need to take the extra effort of scanning the code and watching the
video. You can also place some screenshots of the video in the print campaign to arouse curiosity.
Creating QR codes is not a complicated process. There are many free QR
code generators available in the market today to make things easier for
you. As a sample, I have given below a QR code to our blog page, take
your mobile and try scanning the QR code here with the QR scanner
app to see how simple it is. (Note: You will need a download QR Scanner
app on your mobile)

CONCLUSION
As a Digital Marketing agency, we’ve seen great success through our video marketing efforts, for ourselves and for our clients. We hope the tips and points we’ve discussed in this
e-book ar helpful. Wishing you all the very best.
Please feel free to email me at hello@openmindsagency.com if you have any specific question, doubts, tips, comments or any other feedback on video marketing.
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